DATE: 2015-03-23 18:24:01
FROM: Christopher Barrow <cb@metrosafe.co.uk>
TO: Chris Wheal <chris@whealassociates.com>
SUBJECT: Re: Prendergast

Thank you Mr Wheal. Your comments will be forwarded  to the Governing Board's Working Party as part of the formal consultation process.

Best regards

Christopher Barrow
Chair of Governors
The Leathersellers' Federation of Schools

Sent from Samsung Mobile
-------- Original message --------
From: Chris Wheal
Date:23/03/2015 10:52 (GMT+00:00)
To: Christopher Barrow
Subject: Re: Prendergast

This is the key point, in your words: "Mr Sheppard met with FOPSA on 20th November after"

The key is “after". After the news leaked. You had kept the fact that you had initiated the working party from the parents and, specifically, from Fopsa - the school’s friends. That was my complaint. It stands. It is why I have said you were secretive. I believe the description “secretive" is justified. You should have informed Fopsa and invited Fopsa to be part of the process. It was a managerial error to exclude any parental input, especially when you had friends.

The start point is that you need to acknowledge this error and apologise publicly for it.

Consultation is a second point. Fopsa did not submit views to the working party in any meaningful sense and it is disingenuous of you to pretend otherwise. A few comments were tacked on the end of the working party report, but no meaningful consultation or inclusion took place.

The responses we received from My Shepard and Mr Surey did not invite us to contribute. Mr Surey informed me that my details would be passed to the chairman of the working party but I received no correspondence from him. Mr Sheppard promised a meeting and said his PA would get in touch. Again no such meeting was ever offered. I can send you the correspondence if you doubt the validity of my comments. I was personally let down and not treated in a manner consistent with the stated ethos of the school.

The second point is that you need to begin the consultation again, allowing for full input into a second working party report that includes alternative governance structures, even if that mean separating the schools from the federation.

The third point is that you must treat parents and pupils with truth, honour, respect and courtesy. That means that when someone presents a point of view that contradicts your own, do not dismiss them as “entrenched” as you did to me, or as being "from an ideologically fixed perspective” as you did to Amanda Holiday of SAIL, or of being naive as a year 9 school council rep told me had happened (when I was volunteering at a careers speed meeting morning last week). Apart from being rude, it makes you look silly.

Prendergast governors, more than those at other schools, have to demonstrate the school’s ethos and motto. You must go way beyond the minimum required in law. You must consult fully, and respect the views of the community you serve especially when those views differ or challenge the governors’ own views.

To summarise:
1. Apologise for failing to inform Fopsa, parents and pupils in a timely manager of the working party’s work and for failing to include them in that initial research.
2. Expand the working party to include parents, pupils and staff to examine the most appropriate governance for the school and produce a second paper, from which alternatives can be discussed.
3. Consult widely and thoroughly on the options generated by that second working party paper.

Chris Wheal
t: +44 20 8694 9412
m: +44 7831 268261


On 23 Mar 2015, at 08:45, Christopher Barrow <cb@metrosafe.co.uk<mailto:cb@metrosafe.co.uk>> wrote:


Sent from Samsung Mobile


-------- Original message --------
From: David Sheppard
Date:23/03/2015 08:00 (GMT+00:00)
To: Christopher Barrow
Subject: RE: Prendergast

Dear Mr Wheal

Mr Sheppard met with FOPSA on 20th November after the false report in the East London Lines that initiated concerns in the community that a decision to convert to academy status had 'definitely’ been taken.  As we have pointed out, there was no intention to convert to academy status at that time – but an intention to discuss it. You wrote at that time ‘there is a significant level of disgust at the school deliberately keeping the academy news from parents. I know additional parents are intending to attend to ask questions. It will not be fair of the staff to face hostility not of their own making.’

FOPSA submitted views to the informal consideration and these are reflected in the working party papers. FOPSA were informed immediately the Governors had resolved to apply for an Academy Order (with the rest of the community).

Despite all the honest and transparent information we have placed in the public domain, your view has not appeared to change.

Best regards

Christopher Barrow

-------- Original message --------
From: Chris Wheal
Date:22/03/2015 18:04 (GMT+00:00)
To: Christopher Barrow
Subject: Re: Prendergast

I am afraid I have seen this response from you too often. My views are only now becoming entrenched because of your failure to acknowledge your errors.

I have expressed no views on the rights and wrongs of the Academy proposal, only your management of the process and the governors’ poor performance.

I was potentially the governors' natural ally but you have been rude and off-hand throughout. At the meeting last week, the governors and executive head presented themselves very badly.

As you have failed to mention or acknowledge any of your errors, let’s deal with them individually.

Do you believe you notified Fopsa of your intention to examine becoming an academy? Yes or no? When do you believe you sent that notification and how did you send that notification?

Chris Wheal
t: +44 20 8694 9412
m: +44 7831 268261



On 22 Mar 2015, at 16:53, Christopher Barrow <cb@metrosafe.co.uk<mailto:cb@metrosafe.co.uk>> wrote:

Dear Mr Wheal

I am sorry that you feel like that. I sense you have a very entrenched position and whatever arguments and facts we present will make little difference. That said, we shall continue to engage openly  and constructively with all stakeholders including FOPSA. We shall, of course, take into account your comments and hope very much to be able to bridge the gap between our views and opinions in the coming weeks and months.

Best regards

Christopher Barrow

Sent from Samsung Mobile

-------- Original message --------
From: Chris Wheal
Date:22/03/2015 14:14 (GMT+00:00)
To: Christopher Barrow
Subject: Re: Prendergast

I am afraid you have lost my trust and are making it worse.

You are in denial to pretend the governors have been open and transparent and have acted in good faith. Tell the truth. The governors appointed a working party to examine this issue and never told Fopsa. My wife was secretary of Fopsa at the time. We would have known. We should have known. The F in Fopsa stands for “friends”. You have made enemies of your friends.

You have the teachers on strike, students organising protests, parents up in arms, the Mayor concerned - can you not see that you have badly managed this? The first thing to do when you have dug yourself into a hole is to stop digging.

Chris Wheal
t: +44 20 8694 9412
m: +44 7831 268261



On 22 Mar 2015, at 11:00, Christopher Barrow <cb@metrosafe.co.uk<mailto:cb@metrosafe.co.uk>> wrote:


Sent from Samsung Mobile


Dear Mr Wheal

Thank you for your email. I am currently overseas and have encountered a major problem with my laptop. I am therefore sending this on my mobile. I hope it makes sense.

Governors have at no point attempted to keep their work a secret. The Working Party, as set out in the report, received and reflected on the views of parents, staff and pupils including a submission from FOPSA. This is outlined in the report, a copy of which is enclosed for your information.

It is correct that a misleading report was published in East London Lines on 13th November 2014 which caused concern about the prospect of a number of schools in Lewisham converting to academy status. David Sheppard wrote on 28th November 2014 responding to FOPSA and requested his letter be circulated. We are not aware if that happened. Amongst other things, FOPSA was requesting a meeting in a consultation process and we explained that, if Governors proceeded to formal consultation, this was essential to Governors too. Since the publishing of the misleading report, Governors have published letters and information describing each step of the process.

In 2008, when the Federation was inaugurated, the pupils achieved 64% 5 A* - C including English and Maths, the Government’s lead measure of educational attainment. Last year, our pupils achieved 78%. As well as this significant rise in attainment, Governors believe and can evidence that the ethos of the school has also developed and the girls are as confident as they have always been. As you know, the school again secured an outstanding grade at Ofsted, which includes the Behaviour and Safety grade that describes spiritual moral and social well-being.

The Federation enabled the Building Schools for the Future (“BSF”) bid, which meant the school was, as you know, significantly rebuilt and is now much improved and fit for the next 50 years.

The Federation also enabled the development of the Sixth Form from 80 students, which was unviable both in curriculum and financial terms, to the current 300. It is important that this growth is sustained as the funding of Sixth Forms has been under significant pressure. By our estimate, Sixth Forms need to be closer to 350 to provide the full range of A Level and level 3 courses to enable students to leave well equipped for a range of universities and careers.

It is not correct to say Prendergast Ladywell School’s Ofsted category has been reduced. It was a category 3 “Satisfactory” and is now a category 3 “Requires Improvement”. Ofsted changed the words they used to describe the Grade 3. The reality is that the school has progressed under its new Headteacher from a very weak category 3 to a much improved category 3. The foundations are being built for record examination results this year and what we hope will be an upgrade to category 2 in the near future.

Governors have provided the strategic leadership and support to ensure these significant improvements have been realised in the seven years of Federation.

We are not merely doing the bare minimum in law. We have published a wide range of papers; met with staff, pupils and parents; and replied courteously to and considered all views put to us and listened carefully.
Best Wishes
Christopher Barrow
Chair of Governors
The Leathersellers’ Federation of Schools


From: Chris Wheal [mailto:chris@whealassociates.com]
Sent: 19 March 2015 16:15
To: Christopher Barrow
Subject: Prendergast

Dear Mr Barrow,
I attended the Fopsa AGM last night. My wife and I usually make up about 10% each of the attendance at Fopsa events, so to see dozens more parents there was staggering. It is testament to the alienation and dissatisfaction the governors have wreaked.
What was particularly poignant was that there were very few of what might be described as “tub-thumping militants”. These were educated, informed, well-spoken parents who were confused and seeking clarity.
They didn’t get that clarity. I am sorry to report that if you sent your A-team to defend the governors’ position, they failed. They failed to answer questions, they turned ambivalent parents against the proposals and at times they were simply a laughing stock (they were repeatedly asked to identify one single benefit to the students at Prendergast and, when they couldn’t, the audience laughed).
The governors pressed the credentials of the governing body, so let me briefly detail mine. I was heavily involved with the parents group at Myatt Guardian, an “outstanding” primary school and chaired it for a while. I chaired the Parents’ Forum at Deptford Green. I was a co-opted (later community) governor at Baring Primary School after it was put in special measures and I resigned as vice-chair of governors six years later when the school was declared “good and improving” by Ofsted. I chair a welfare charity and I am a board member of the educational charity the Broadcast Journalism Training Council. I have edited three magazines, including a weekly for Newsquest, Britain’s biggest publisher. I have edited supplements in national newspapers and run two websites for online giant AOL.
Putting to one side the rights and wrongs of Academy status, the governors’ management of the academy process and, specifically, the governors’ treatment of parents and pupils has fallen short of the standards expected of Prendergast. This has resulted in you losing our trust.
First you attempted to keep the work towards Academy status a secret. You put no notice on the school websites. You sent no notification home via our daughters. Worse still, no mention was made at any of the regular Fopsa meetings where parents – who give their time and money passionately for the school – get updates from the senior management team. It is inconceivable that such an important issue could have been overlooked. The governors withheld that information from parents deliberately.
Unbeknown to us the governors had commissioned a report into Academy status. This report deliberately did not seek the views of parents and pupils (many of whom have already reached voting age and most of whom will reach this while at the school).
When the news leaked in mid-November last year, many of us, including Fopsa, contacted the school. Only then did the school release small amounts of information. Further details were published elsewhere, including by the council. The school did not volunteer the whole truth.
Then, instead of correcting the exclusion of parents and pupils from the initial Working Party research report, the governors continued to exclude us.
This was a serious error of judgement and demonstrated poor management and leadership. Had Fopsa been involved from the outset and parents’ and pupils’ views included in the Working Party report, while there might still have been objections to Academy status, much of the ill-feeling and mistrust that currently exists would have been avoided. The governors have only themselves to blame for that.
My second major issue is that the governors repeatedly argue that because the law allows them not to consult with parents until the last stage in the Academy application process they have done nothing wrong. Last night we were also told emphatically that because the law does not require you to ballot parents, governors will refuse to do so, despite repeated requests.
Doing the bare minimum required by law is not good enough. The law is a backstop – a set of minimum standards to protect polite society from those who have lost their moral compass. We expect much more from Prendergast.
The law does not require our daughters to say please and thank you, to open doors and to give up their seats to those more needy, yet these are exactly the values we expect Prendergast to teach. The values are enshrined in the school’s motto “truth, honour, freedom and courtesy”. We expect the governors to lead by example and do much more than the minimum required. It is the governors’ failure to demonstrate the core values of the school that has led many of us to believe they are unfit to lead the school. That needs to be corrected and corrected fast.
Mr Hibbit read out the first two of the working party’s recommendations:
1. Academy status, on its own, whether Sponsored or Converter, is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition of national or individual school improvement.
2. The greater autonomy and local ownership offered by academy status, given the right conditions, can result in enhanced school improvement, at an individual school or MAT level.
He suggested that Academy status only worked because of the quality of the current governors. This does not instil me with confidence, not just because of who might come later but because the current governors have behaved so badly over this issue.
Before any meaningful discussion can take place over whether or not the Academy option is suitable for the school I believe the governors need to do the following:
1. Apologise to parents and Fopsa for not informing Fopsa and for failing to include its active parents in the original Working Party research. Apologise to parents for the poor communication and for threatening to do only the minimum required by law instead of the higher standards expected at Prendergast – and make amends.
2. Produce a new report that does consult with Fopsa and includes not only the perceived strengths and opportunities of Academy status but also the risks and threats that it brings.
3. Look at alternatives, including the disbanding of the federation. Many parents see little benefit to the federation. Ofsted has reduced Ladywell Fields’ report status from “satisfactory” to “requires improvement”. The one benefit cited at last night’s meeting was the ability to spend one school’s budget at a different school, which scared most of us. We were told last night that it was not possible to end the federation but a quick Google search reveals that this too was not true. Ofsted reported in 2011 that at least three federations had disbanded since 2009 and another was about to do so. Disbanding the federation needs to be an option.
4. Detail the benefits that each proposed alternative might bring to students, not to governors or school managers, but to our children.
If you could do that, you might present a credible proposition that would garner support. It is what you should have done in the first place.

Chris Wheal
t: +44 20 8694 9412
m: +44 7831 268261
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